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Abstract. The main objective of the paper is to show how a new voice recognition approach is used for person recognition by identifying their voice. The tool
used in this approach is a mathematical model based mainly on Töeplitz Forms
and Burg's estimation models. After filtering, the recorded voice signal is processed to get its power spectrum estimation. The feature vector is derived from
the power spectrum and its adjacent plots and Töeplitz matrices. This vector has
proved to furnish a unique unrepeated print – each individual has his/her own
voice print. In the work presentation, the author introduces some experiments
performed in MATLAB to show how this voiceprint looks like and how it is
verified for recognition. The basic idea is derived from applying Töeplitz matrix
minimal eigenvalues algorithm to Burg's estimating model. This implies a
graphical approach for feature extraction, selection and hence signal-image description confronting the conventional and traditional methods.

1 Introduction
The importance of sound verification has found and proved its practical application
and significant role in many areas of our life and the nature around us. Apart from
human voice verification for person identification, this research field has played an
essential role in detecting many kinds of sounds and their sources. Example areas of
some important key aspects are explosions, crashes, screams of people or animals,
footsteps and many other sound-creating events and natural concepts. Identification of
sound, and particularly human voice, has its noticeable effect when used as additional
biometric data in a recognition system. Examples for such an application are the audiovideo security approaches and their use in intelligent network surveillance systems. In
their success rate, all systems of voice or sound verification and identification depend
on how far the success of preprocessing stages is and if the stages preceding the classification are precise and accurate.
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Recently, the devices used in preprocessing are available (and cheap) and almost
standard. However, still more precise and fast methods for signal feature extraction
and signal description are desired. In this work, the author presents a new technique to
cover both the preprocessing and data representation for voice classification and recognition with emphasis rather on the voice signal representation for the purpose of
classification and recognition. A new Töeplitz Forms based algorithm has been developed to use the unique characteristics of the matrix minimal eigenvalues and their
specific behavior that is suitable for image description, feature extraction and recognition [1]. It discusses the possibility of treating the speech signal graphically in order to
extract the essential image features as a basic step for data mining applications in the
biometric techniques. The experiments preliminarily performed according to the suggested algorithm are on the human-voice signal [2], [3], [4]. Figure 1 shows the position of Töeplitz-based signal descriptor in a standard voice signal recognition model
from preprocessing to classification.
Voice signal
acquisition

Preprocessing
Burg's model
Feature excraction
Töeplitz-based
Signal descriptor
Classification
Fig. 1. Töeplitz-based signal descriptor in a voice signal recognition system.

2 Signal Estimation and Description
The suggested frequency spectral estimation (Burg's model [4], [5], [6]) is derived
from linear predictive coding principle. The task of Burg's curves obtained when
performing in MATLAB is to ensure accurate basic preprocessing for feature extraction. When performing together with Töeplitz matrix minimal eigenvalue-based approach, the model has proved the possibility of precise selection of signal features
from the power spectral plot. This is achieved in a similar manner to the application of
Töeplitz matrix minimal eigenvalues on images of written texts, signature, palm-print,
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face geometry or finger-prints, the topics that have shown a success rate of about 98%
in general cases [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. The success rate was particularly high
when the performing was in hybrid systems [13] by both Toeplitz matrices and Projection approach [14]. The extracted feature-carrying image comprises the elements of
Töeplitz matrices to compute their minimal eigenvalues and present a set of feature
vectors within a class of voices. Fig. 2 shows the plot of frequency spectral estimation
as suggested by Burg when performing in MATLAB.

Fig. 2. Frequency spectral estimation – Burg's model. Computations are in MATLAB.

Equation (1) shows the definition of Töeplitz matrix elements C's in their modified
form [12].
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The C's are the coefficients of a series developed from the relations between the characteristic points in Burg's model of Fig. 2. The series is of Taylor's type [1], [12], [15].
The details of Töeplitz forms and their minimal eigenvalues behavior are beyond the
structure of this summarized work, but are given in other related works, see for example [1] and [15].
Figure 3, however, introduces the behavior of the minimal eigenvalues λ of the
submatrices in (1) for three different voices. It can be seen how the three plots (the
series of λ ) in the figure differ in their behavior from one voice-descriptor to another.

Fig. 4. Töeplitz minimal eigenvalues series as descriptors for three different voices.
Notice how the three series of λ differ in their behavior from one voice-descriptor to
another – the starting points, their successive values in given intervals and their series
limit for higher values of n.

The required computations for both Burg's model and Töeplitz approach were
performed in MATLAB proving voice-signal image recognition in an easy-to-use for
classification way. This comes from the fact that the presented problem solution and
its Matlab implementation do not require to implement any special hardware and can
be used in tandem with other biometric technologies, like face recognition, in hybrid
systems for multi-factor verification.

3 Conclusions
Voice identification in terms of both speech and speaker authentication has its unique
significance and role in almost all known biometric techniques. The reason is simply
that people seek for an easy-to-use, reliable and safe system to show and prove their
authenticity whenever needed. Each biometric type of technology demands a user to
play their active part in the process of being identified and authenticated. “As known,
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it is obvious that almost all biometric systems involve user’s writing on paper, stamping their fingerprints, showing their open eye to a camera, pressing their hand to
show its geometry, and the most common way of identifying the user by their recalling a code or a password to enter the identifying machine with.” Voice biometric
methods of human identification, however, need nothing but the human utterance to
obtain their voiceprint, the term used in most voice biometric solutions as a template
of human unique voice features displayed when entering the identifying system. The
brief review given in this paper manifests a new approach to the voiceprint as a means
for simple data description. The current and future applications of this approach will
be on general sound print verification for people and animals or any other important
sound causing beings or events in our life and environment.
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